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Abstract
Social media analytics (SMA) uses advanced techniques to analyze patterns in social media data to enable informed and insightful decision-making. It provides organizations with new ways to create value and gain competitive advantage. In this paper, we present a theoretical framework that explains how organizations create value with SMA. We use the framework as a lens for a case study involving a large financial institution (Bankco) that used SMA as a critical component of a major and highly successful marketing campaign. Bankco successfully distinguished itself from its competitors with a marketing campaign based on the creative and innovative use of a number of social media channels. SMA provided Bankco with important insights into customer sentiments, engagement and brand awareness. A number of important lessons learned about effective use of SMA are discussed.

1. Introduction

During the past decade there has been significant interest in business analytics (BA), from both practitioners and researchers. BA systems enable managers and other decision-makers to interpret organizational data to improve decision-making and optimize business processes [1]. BA has become one of the top strategic priorities for senior executives. Recently there has also been strong interest in social media analytics (SMA), the use of analytics capabilities to analyze and interpret vast amounts of semi-structured and unstructured social media data [2].

Social media is defined as a “group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user generated content” [3]. Social media has revolutionized the way organizations engage with the marketplace and society, providing an alternative communication channel and access to vast amounts of social media data [4]. Social media data includes consumer opinions, experiences and sentiments towards brands, products and services, and is potentially of great value to business [4, 5].

SMA makes use of advanced techniques to analyze patterns in semi-structured and unstructured social media data to enable informed and insightful decision-making. Frequently, the insights gained and based on real-time analysis of social media data accessible by non-traditional analytics users. SMA provides a new strategic approach towards business decision-making resulting in new ways to create value, which are not well understood. The research question addressed in this paper is: How do organizations achieve value with social media analytics?

To address this question, we focus on two key issues: understanding the motivations that explain why organizations use SMA; and understanding how the use of SMA leads to organizational value. To understand why organizations use SMA we use the concept of awareness motivation from Larson and Watson’s recent work on social media strategy [7]. To understand how the use of SMA leads to organizational value we use the resource-based view (RBV) [8] and dynamic capabilities [9].

There are two motivations for our work. First, there is significant interest in SMA in practice. Organizations are investing in SMA technologies and capabilities to better understand their customers and perceptions of their market positions [1]. Second, although there is much practitioner interest concerning the business value of SMA, there is currently little research published in the IS field. Previous studies have provided some insights into the SMA phenomenon [10], yet they have not provided a systematic and theoretically based explanation of how SMA provides value to organizations.

In this paper, we describe a framework based on awareness motivation [7] and the resource-based view (RBV) [8], in which SMA resource combinations are required to successfully implement SMA initiatives. The framework described extends our previous work [11]. Succeeding with SMA requires expanding the
traditional organizational ICT resource base [12] to include both SMA resources and dynamic capabilities to renew and reconfigure the SMA resources in the rapidly changing and turbulent social media environment. We then use the framework as a lens to describe and analyze a case study involving a large financial institution, and its use of SMA in an important marketing campaign. A number of key lessons learned are identified.

The paper is structured as follows. First we discuss the background to the study, including social media, SMA, RBV, and dynamic capabilities. Then we describe the SMA Value Framework and define key concepts and relationships in the framework. Next we discuss the case study research approach used in the study, and then present case study. We then present some lessons learned from the case study. Finally we discuss implications for researchers and practitioners and conclude the paper.

2. Background

In this section, we discuss relevant literature and identify a knowledge gap. First, we discuss social media and the use of SMA by businesses, and distinguish between the fields of SMA, big data and BA. Second, we discuss relevance of RBV and explain how organizations can achieve value with SMA.

2.1. Social media and social media analytics

Social media enables users to generate content by sharing their knowledge, opinions and experiences on a variety of issues. Social media has changed the way customers engage with organizations, brands, products and services. It influences customer attitudes, perceptions and buying decisions [3]. Social media provides organizations with many opportunities. It provides a new and powerful low cost marketing channel that can be harnessed to increase customer awareness of organizations and associated brands, products and services [1]. Also, it enables organizations to improve their customer relationships through better engagement on a real time basis.

SMA involves the collection, analysis and interpretation of social media data to support effective decision-making. SMA has been widely used in e-commerce, for customer and market intelligence, in supply chain and product development, in e-government and politics, to achieve influence and improved customer relationships, brand awareness and marketing, scale and speed, lower costs and flexibility.

SMA uses the content of social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook) to create a real-time understanding of how people, trends, products and brands are mentioned in those social media sites. SMA provides organizations with an ‘intimate’ platform to connect with customers and shape their perceptions, whether through timely and targeted campaigns, responsive customer service or creating communities of interest. It enables organizations to track and understand customer views, sentiments, key topics and trends and identify key influencers [10]. SMA techniques include web analytics and text mining, marketing analytics and customer insights, and customer engagement [5, 6].

Although SMA is closely related to big data and BA, we argue that research into SMA specifically is justified and important. SMA can be distinguished big data and BA as follows. Big data involves the data storage, management, analysis, and visualization of very large and complex data sets [13]. It focuses on new data management techniques that supersede traditional relational systems, and are better suited to the management of large volumes of social media data. While SMA uses this data, it focuses primarily on the interpretation and use of insights from social media data to achieve organizational benefits [14]. BA involves the analysis and interpretation of structured, historical organizational data, to gain insights and achieve organizational benefits. This contrasts with SMA, which uses different techniques to analyze and interpret unstructured, text-based social media data to gain insight into contemporary, rather than historical, phenomena. We argue that these differences are important and while there is some overlap between SMA, big data and BA, the differences are very important in terms of motivations, resources required and benefits achieved.

2.2. Resource-based view

The RBV has been widely used by information systems (IS) researchers in relation to understanding how investments in IS lead to organizational value and competitive advantage [12, 15]. An organization may be viewed as a collection of resources that enable it to succeed and compete. Resources comprise both assets and capabilities. Assets include hardware, software and data. Capabilities include competencies (skills) and practices (routines). To be of strategic importance and achieve competitive advantage, resources must be valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (VRIN) [7].

Organizational resources are a critical determinant of firm performance [12, 16]. There has been a long-running debate over whether investment in IS contributes to business value and whether the impact is direct [12]. RBV theory has been used to demonstrate
the impact of different types of IS investment at various levels within organizations, including business processes, business units and organization-wide impacts [12]. Dynamic capabilities extend the RBV by ‘shaping’ and reconfiguring an organization’s existing resources to adapt to rapidly changing technology and business environments [9, 17]. Organizations invest in and reconfigure resources and learn how to use these resources over time by developing skills and accompanying practices.

2.3. Social media analytics and value

There is strong anecdotal evidence of the value that SMA provides to organizations, particularly reported in the practitioner literature [1, 5, 6, 10]. Much is known about the benefits that can be achieved with BA, including increased customer profitability, reduced customer attrition, and increased response rates from marketing campaigns [11]. However, there is no systematic, theoretical explanation as to how and why SMA brings value and competitive advantage to organizations. We address this gap by proposing the SMA framework, which is described in detail in the next section of the paper.

3. SMA Benefits framework

The social media landscape may be conceptualized as the intersection of the activities of social media stakeholders, including specialist SMA firms and customers, and the level of analysis at which those activities are investigated [10]. We focus on social media activities at the level of management and organization. This includes how firms manage and allocate their internal resources when adopting and using SMA to meet business objectives in order to create value.

The SMA framework is based on RBV [8], dynamic capabilities [9], IT resources, organizational benefits [12, 15], and awareness motivation [7] (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Social media analytics benefits framework](image)

The SMA framework comprises three main concepts: awareness motivation, SMA resources and awareness benefits. *Motivations* are the goals that an organization pursues and guide the subsequent actions of that organization. Typical motivations include better customer engagement, increased brand awareness, and greater market value. *SMA resources* include effective combinations of IT assets and SMA capabilities that take time to develop, and require significant of learning and optimization. They also include dynamic capabilities that enable organizations to respond to environment turbulence by renewing and reconfiguring its existing resource base. *Awareness benefits* reflect the extent to which SMA resources contribute to the success of the organization. Benefits may be measured using financial, perceptual and behavioral indicators [17, 18]. We now discuss these concepts in detail.

3.1. Awareness motivation

Organization motivations are defined as the goals that an organization pursues, that guide the subsequent actions of that organization [19]. Social media provides organizations with the opportunity to monitor and analyze customer discussions and interactions on social media platforms. In their analysis of the value of social media to organizations, Larson and Watson [7] identify three motivating consequences: awareness, persuasion and collaboration. While persuasion and collaboration are important for understanding the strategic use of social media, they are less relevant to the use of SMA. We focus on the analysis of social media data to create awareness about customer discussions and interactions. The awareness is usually associated with the customer intelligence, marketing and sales functions within organization [1, 20].

We define *awareness motivation* as collecting and analyzing social media data in order to create awareness about customer discussions and interactions. The three main goals of awareness motivation in SMA are: developing insights into customer’s values and behaviors [1]; understanding the impact and effectiveness of online marketing campaigns [1, 22]; and discovering new ideas for brand reputation and engagement purposes [6, 23].

3.2. SMA resources

Awareness motivations drive organizations to develop and renew *SMA resources* in order to understand the content, context and business impact of
online posts and conversations (sentiment analysis), discovering valuable customer information (insight mining), and monitoring relationships between online users and communities (influence analysis, network analysis). SMA resources are mutually reinforcing systems of IT assets (IT infrastructure and SMA tools), SMA capabilities (analytical competencies and practices) and dynamic capabilities.

3.2.1 IT assets. These are combinations of IT hardware, software and networks that provide the foundation for shared IT services [12]. They provide a flexible base for SMA initiatives, enabling the development of new applications for improved business performance. Whereas traditional information assets involve an organization’s internal databases and information shared with business partners [12], SMA requires new data assets. Organizations require access to external social media data streams to identify trends and important issues quickly to drive business change. These new IT assets include storage and analysis technologies for large-scale unstructured databases (e.g. Hadoop). Eventually, this will facilitate the development of a big data capability for firms.

SMA applications can be integrated with operational IS systems (e.g. CRM system). Many existing BA systems include SMA applications [24]. Examples include SPSS predictive analytics, and Google Analytics. IT solutions combined with SMA applications provide organizations with text analytics tools, including sentiment analysis techniques and weak-signal analysis techniques for identifying emerging trends early [20].

3.2.2 SMA capabilities. These are interlocking systems of competences and practices that enable organizations to utilize SMA applications to perform SMA tasks. For example, in order to perform a customer insight-mining task, an organization needs to allocate appropriate IT assets and people with relevant SMA competencies. To interpret and insights gained from that data and take actions, organizations need to embed them into daily business routines. Two key aspects of SMA capabilities within organizations are competencies (skills) and practices (routines).

SMA competencies refer to the skills embodied in individuals or teams that actively manage or accomplish organizational tasks [25]. They are developed through learning and the repeated performance of related activities [8]. As individuals or teams engage in SMA for a particular purpose, they learn, build skills, and develop competences. According to Aral and Weill [12], competencies have two major dimensions: skills related to IT, SMA and business understanding; and skills related to management. IT, SMA and business understanding skills relate to application development, database administration, and networking complemented by business skills. The SMA skills include management of unstructured data, text mining, natural language processing, machine learning, and social network analysis [2, 20]. SMA skills are prominent in the recently emerging role of data scientist [20]. Management skills include a strong commitment to SMA initiatives and alignment of SMA initiatives with other business initiatives [11, 12, 18]. Senior management support drives IT-related projects with adequate funding and clear communication and contributes to business value [25, 26].

Since SMA insights can impact many organizational functions, a cross-functional approach to SMA adoption may be required. This may include close partnerships with people in areas including marketing and sales, product development and IT.

SMA practices serve as a means of accomplishing organizational tasks and as mechanisms for storing and accessing knowledge about the most effective ways to accomplish those tasks [12]. Practices and competencies support and complement each other. Practices help individuals and teams develop competencies with particular ways of working, while competencies are necessary for the effective execution of organizational practices toward specified goals. SMA practices include practices relevant to IT-based communication and digital transactions, use of Internet architecture [12], evidence-based management [27], and information management practices [18].

Organizations that are using digital work practices and evidence-based decision-making, achieve higher performance benefits from SMA as these practices have been ingrained into their employees’ work routines [12, 24]. Personalized SMA dashboards, based on social media results, ‘democratize’ intelligence and embed relevant insights deeply into the organization’s working norms.

Successful use of SMA insights depends on three key organizational practices: customer management, process management and performance management [8, 18]. Customer management is an organization’s ability to understand its customer base (e.g. expectations) and market characteristics [21]. This is important in an SMA context, as it enables organizations to improve their customer and market intelligence. Process management is an organization’s ability to attain flexibility, speed, and cost economies through the effective design and management of key processes [18]. In an SMA context, process management practices ensure that SMA insights are integrated with relevant business process and appropriate metrics and controls are developed. Performance management is an organization’s ability to design and manage effective performance measurement and monitoring systems to
support managerial decision-making and communication of performance to appropriate stakeholders [18]. If a SMA insight is exercised effectively, the organization will be able to measure its business impact and execute relevant competitive actions. 

3.2.3 Dynamic capabilities. The ability of IT assets and SMA capabilities to provide organizational benefits may change over time in turbulent environments [9]. The RBV has been criticized as being too ‘static’ in nature, and dynamic capabilities have been proposed as a means of renewing and reconfiguring IT assets and SMA capabilities to ensure they continue to provide benefits and competitive advantage [9].

Dynamic capabilities are conceptualized as ‘second order’ constructs, as they are not directly involved in the production of goods or provision of services [9]. Their role is to renew and reconfigure other ‘first order’ assets and capabilities, to ensure they remain valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (VRIN). Dynamic capabilities involve two routines: searching for and selecting new innovations and opportunities, and asset orchestration to renew and reconfigure assets and capabilities [9].

In the context of SMA resources, search and select routines involve identifying opportunities to exploit SMA in order to provide increased organizational benefits. Potential SMA opportunities may then be prioritized and selected based on their potential business value [25]. Asset orchestration involves implementing the selected SMA opportunity by identifying required IT assets and SMA capabilities and sourcing them. Dynamic capabilities are themselves organizational routines that have been developed over time through organizational learning [10].

3.3. Awareness benefits

We define three types of awareness benefits that are achieved with SMA resources: customer-related benefits, financial-related benefits and organizational effectiveness benefits [16,17,18]. Benefits may be measured using financial (e.g. revenue, costs), perceptual (e.g. customer satisfaction) and behavioral measures (e.g. use of SMA insights) [18].

Customer-related awareness benefits include better understanding of customer satisfaction levels, improved customer engagement and better knowledge of customer sentiments about products and services [1, 2, 14].

Financial-related benefits relate to actions resulting from SMA insights that lead to increased revenue, reduced costs and improved profits [12]. Financial-related benefits are often indirectly related to customer-related and organizational effectiveness-related benefits and may take some time to occur. Organizational effectiveness benefits include reduced time to market, higher levels of innovation, and improved production and supply chain flexibility [18] and improved marketing campaign success [5, 22]. They involve the use of ‘soft’ measures and may also impact financial-related benefits.

3.4. Relationships in the SMA Framework

There are two relationships in the SMA value framework: Awareness motivation leads to SMA Resources, and SMA resources lead to awareness benefits.

Awareness motivation defines the goals that an organization pursues, that guide the subsequent actions of that organization [19]. We argue that depending on the particular awareness motivation, an organization will develop, outsource, acquire and renew its SMA resources in order to achieve those goals. We defined three awareness motivations: developing insights into customer’s values and behaviors [1]; understanding the impact and effectiveness of online marketing campaigns [1, 22]; and, discovering new ideas for brand reputation and engagement purposes [6, 23]. Each of these different motivations will lead to particular SMA resources. For example, the insights into customer values and behaviors motivation should lead to the development, outsourcing, acquisition and renewal of IT assets and SMA capabilities related to sentiment analysis.

SMA resources are the IT assets, SMA capabilities and dynamic capabilities relevant to a particular awareness motivation. Based on RBV, we argue that SMA resources lead to awareness benefits [12, 16]. For example, a sentiment analysis SMA resource should lead to better customer engagement and brand awareness as sources of awareness benefits.

4. Research Method

In order to understand how organizations achieve value with social media analytics, we use a single case study research approach. Case studies are particularly useful for in-depth studies of contemporary phenomena within their organizational context [28]. They provide a rich and detailed description of the phenomena and describe how and why outcomes occur. Single case studies are appropriate when they are revelatory [28]. The case study reported in this paper is revelatory as the SMA initiatives implemented were novel and critical to the success of a major, one-off marketing
campaign. The unit of analysis is the marketing campaign, within a large financial institution (Bankco).

Data collection involved semi-structured interviews and other publically available material. We conducted a total of thirteen interviews with senior managers (5), BA experts (3), project managers (3), and business analysts (2). Each interview lasted about one hour. In addition to the interviews, a significant amount of publically available material about the marketing campaign was sourced from various media outlets and industry presentations. All interviews were recorded and transcribed.

Case study data was analyzed using thematic content analysis to identify common patterns and themes emerging from the data [29].

5. Case study

5.1. Case study context

Bankco is a major global financial institution with over 8 million customers in 10 countries. It provides a range of financial services including personal and business banking, wealth management and investment banking. Bankco’s core business strategy is to provide innovative and relationship-based customer services. It is highly customer focused and has a mature customer relationship management (CRM) driven culture.

In 2009, Bankco’s senior management announced a strategy of reputation change to grow retail banking by competing on price, cutting fees and providing wealth management services. A major change management program was initiated across Bankco branches and customer channels based on brand differentiation and achieving closer engagement with customers.

Bankco had a stable and mature BA group within its central marketing function. The group was referred to as a “world class capability” by several interviewees. “We’re probably years ahead of some of our competitors...” (BA Project Manager). Over many years, Bankco had achieved considerable success with its BA initiatives, including outbound and inbound marketing support, campaign management and dashboards to support bankers interacting with customers. The BA group comprised about twenty highly experienced BA managers, experts and business analysts. A sophisticated IT infrastructure had been established with a large customer data warehouse and many BA tools for reporting, dashboarding, propensity modelling. In particular, Bankco developed a sophisticated multi-channel, multi-step inbound marketing capability that was highly regarded within the financial industry. The BA group did not have a strong SMA capability, although some people had worked within the central marketing unit on digital strategy.

5.2. The marketing campaign

A survey commissioned in August 2010 indicated that consumers did not perceive Bankco to be different from other financial institutions. A widely held belief among consumers was that all banks were “working together, fixing fees and eliminating competition”. In order to achieve the strategic goal of reputation change, a major marketing campaign as initiated by the marketing unit in collaboration with the BA group, with strong support from senior management, to clearly differentiate Bankco from its competitors. The campaign was designed to provide Bankco with a reputation of providing fair service to customers and develop a “simple brand value delivery model with societal, cultural and commercial impact” (General Manager of Customer Analytics and Research). It was intended to enable Bankco staff to better compete on service and advice and to increase new customer conversions from other banks.

The marketing campaign had a budget of over $5 million and was launched on Valentine’s Day (Feb 14th, 2011). It used a number of media channels including social media, newspapers, television and other live activities that were featured in daily news reports. The campaign was radical for a large bank, and started with a seemingly accidental tweet about ‘breaking up’ (from the other banks), followed by a series of web, live and radio stunts, and daily press posts involving ‘Dear John’ letters about ‘breaking up’. The social media content was placed on various platforms including Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter and intended to engage potential customers. In addition to the ‘break up’ theme, the campaign also involved the abolition of fees on the bank’s e-banking accounts, savings accounts, business fees and fees on credit cards.

The campaign attracted significant media attention and was an excellent example of a marketing innovation achieved using social media (e.g. there were over 100 re-tweets within the first hour of the original tweet). It was estimated to have earned over A$5 million worth of public relations in a single day and was instrumental in changing people’s perceptions of Bankco.

5.3. Case Study Analysis

The case study analysis is organized using the three main concepts in the SMA value framework: awareness motivation, SMA resources and awareness benefits.
5.3.1 Awareness motivation. Social media played a crucial role in the marketing campaign, as one of several communication channels. It served to disseminate information, engage potential customers and provided a forum for consumer discussion and interactions. One clear awareness motivation for using SMA was to ‘understand the impact and effectiveness of the online marketing campaign’. Bankco needed to understand if consumer sentiment towards the bank had been impacted by the campaign. For example, they included a strong message in the campaign: “we want to be the lowest cost player…” (Strategic Partner of Personal Banking). Analyzing social media data is a means to understand if consumers have this perception. Monitoring and analyzing real-time social media data also provided Bankco with the ability to reconfigure its marketing campaign over time, as the impact of initiatives was understood.

5.3.2 SMA resources: IT assets and SMA capabilities. In order to achieve the awareness motivation, Bankco utilized its existing core competencies in CRM and BA and outsourced the technical aspects of SMA to a US-based vendor. These included the sourcing, storage and analysis of social media data in order to generate insights about consumer reactions to the marketing campaign. The IT assets outsourced included large social media content databases, and sentiment analysis using advanced text analysis techniques. However, the capability to take actions based on the SMA insights received from the outsourcing vendor was seen as crucial, and was developed within Bankco. These included the ability to refine the marketing campaign based on sentiments about Bankco and its brand, perceptions of the levels of service provided and about the cost of Bankco services.

A further important capability developed within Bankco was to integrate some of the insights from SMA into their existing outbound marketing BA capability. Using sentiment analysis, a list of potential new customers was generated and forwarded to Bankco’s marketing group. This insight was integrated into Bankco’s mature outbound marketing capability and used to acquire new customers. The strong existing collaboration between the marketing group, the BA group and retail product groups facilitated the integration of insights from SMA.

Finally, SMA insights were used by the BA group to provide input into indicators that were developed to measure the success of the marketing campaign. Once again, the mature capabilities of the BA group in developing and using measures for marketing campaigns facilitated the smooth transition to the new measures.

5.3.3 SMA resources: dynamic capabilities. Bankco already had in place a number of well-established routines for identifying and acting upon new BA opportunities. These included monthly meetings of BA, product and marketing analysts and managers to identify and prioritize new BA opportunities. New BA opportunities were identified from a number of sources including business analysts who identified opportunities based on feedback from banking staff, and BA experts from the BA group. An example of a new BA opportunity was a new customer lifecycle event that could be identified using propensity modeling and the used to cross sell or up sell products to existing customers from within several channels. BA opportunities that were prioritized for implementation were then funded and other resources allocated.

BA and SMA assets and capabilities identified for the marketing campaign were presented to the monthly meeting of this group and strongly supported by senior management. Some of these were available within Bankco, others were developed within Bankco, while technical SMA assets and capabilities were outsourced. The mature dynamic capability routines within Bankco were evident and instrumental to the success of the marketing campaign.

5.3.4 Awareness benefits. A number of indicators were used to measure the impact of the marketing campaign. A strong indicator of the success of the campaign was an increase in the number of retail customers from 3 million to 3.9 million, with almost a million new customers joining Bankco. Many of these new customers contacted the bank directly but a significant number were the result of outbound marketing activities following leads generated using SMA. Further, there was a 66% increase in sales lead conversions, a 77% increase in home loan enquiries, a 50% increase in credit card applications, and a 20% increase in new transaction accounts.

Perceptual measures included an increase in customer satisfaction with Bankco ranked first within an independent customer service survey. SMA indicated that Bankco was perceived to be different to the other banks by 39% or consumers, a significant increase. In terms of ‘making banking fairer’, Bankco increased from 10% to 17%, whereas its competitors dropped to between 5% and 8%. The Business Engagement Partner at Bankco noted, “We got people to believe that Bankco was a better bank (than its competitors)”.

The success of the marketing campaign was indicated by a 600% increase in consumers visiting Bankco’s social networking site. Bankco and its marketing campaign became the highest trending topic in Twitter and there were over 100,000 visits to the
campaign blog in the first week after the campaign was launched. These are strong examples of customer-related benefits and organizational effectiveness benefits in the SMA benefits framework.

6. Discussion

In this section we discuss four lessons learned from the Bankco case study, and implications.

6.1. Lessons Learned

6.1.1 SMA assets and technical capabilities may be outsourced. Bankco’s experience with the marketing campaign has shown that organizations do not need to possess specialized SMA assets and technical skills (e.g. sentiment analysis, text analysis) to succeed with SMA. SMA assets and technical capabilities can be outsourced, as they are readily available and therefore not rare, and can be easily imitated by other competitors. They are non-core resources [25]. It is the interpretation of SMA insights and resulting actions that provides value and competitive advantage. The ability to act on SMA insights is a core internal capability. Core SMA capabilities are those required to exploit SMA and result in improved business performance [30].

Bankco had developed the capability to act on BA insights over many years within their marketing and CRM groups using customer feedback from other communication channels. This capability was reconfigured to also include the ability to act on insights from SMA.

SMA provided Bankco with rapid feedback and insights into customer perceptions of the marketing campaign. Bankco has the necessary governance mechanisms and project management skills to successfully combine the outsourced non-core SMA assets and technical capabilities with the core capabilities required to interpret SAM insights and take actions.

6.1.2 Dynamic capabilities are important in using SMA. Well-developed dynamic capabilities are crucial for the introduction of innovations into organizations [12, 17]. Bankco had mature BA dynamic capabilities developed over many years. These included the ability to search and select for new BA innovations and then to renew and reconfigure existing BA capabilities. An example of such BA innovations was the new life cycle events identified and incorporated in inbound marketing processes and routines.

Two new SMA opportunities were identified at Bankco. First, SMA was used to determine consumer sentiment towards the marketing campaign. This enabled Bankco to obtain timely information about the impact of the marketing campaign. Second, SMA provided a source of leads for new customers, which were incorporated into existing BA-enabled outbound marketing processes.

Organizations planning to use SMA will need mature dynamic capabilities that search for and select SMA relevant opportunities, and asset orchestration routines to renew and reconfigure existing organizational capabilities to include SMA insights and actions.

6.1.3 Early adopters of SMA can gain competitive advantage. Bankco used SMA to compete with other large banks in two ways. First, SMA provided Bankco with insight into how successful its marketing campaign was and enabled Bankco to understand the impact of the campaign on consumers, particularly young consumers. This enabled Bankco to take action and adjust the campaign and enhance its effectiveness.

Second, Bankco was able to identify potential new customers using SMA. These arose from the 600% increase in consumers visiting Bankco’s social networking site and the large number of visits to the campaign blog after the campaign was launched.

It is important to emphasize that it is not social media technology, data and technical skills that directly provides competitive advantage. It is the development of capabilities to interpret SMA outcomes to provide insight and then subsequent actions that lead to competitive advantage. This contrasts markedly with the BA resources within Bankco, which are all in-house.

Changes in consumer perceptions of Bankco and significant increases in new customers were important outcomes of the campaign, related in part to the early adoption and use of SMA in the campaign.

6.1.4 Embedding SMA within organizational processes and routines is important. Bankco successfully embedded SMA insights and actions into organizational processes and decision-making routines within the marketing group. Embedding SMA insights and actions into business processes was apparent; in particular with marketing campaign impact measurement and new customer lead identification.

The use of SMA insights and subsequent actions became habitual within these business processes [31]. SMA insights were increasingly embedded within the decision-making routines of marketing managers and BA group managers. As evidence of the importance of SMA for the marketing campaign became apparent, SMA became a prominent technique for use within multi-channel marketing initiatives.

SMA was also seen to be strategically important and well aligned with the goal of Bankco to target the growth of younger customers. These customers are
more likely to be using social media than older customers.

6.2. Implications for Researchers

The SMA framework provides researchers with a theoretically based explanation of how SMA provides value for organizations. The SMA framework is based on RBV and organizational motivation theory. It is parsimonious and novel as it is one of very few theoretical frameworks focusing on SMA.

The three key concepts in the framework: awareness motivation, SMA resources and awareness benefits provide information systems researchers with a clear and systematic means of conducting empirical research about SMA. The framework provides case study researchers with a useful lens for conducting data collection and analysis. Case study research will enable richer understanding of the concepts in the framework and their interrelationships. After these concepts are further refined and precisely specified, they may form the basis of survey research. This will enable the strength of the relationships in the framework to be better understood.

6.3. Implications for Practitioners

The SMA framework provides practitioners with a systematic means of thinking about SMA and how it might be used to create value and competitive advantage. Concepts in the framework will provide organizations with a means to understand the planning, coordination and execution of SMA activities.

The Bankco case study provides practitioners with a revelatory case study as Bankco is an early adopter of SMA within the banking sector. Lessons learned will be particularly useful for those organizations intending to use SMA in the near future.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposes the SMA framework as a means of understanding and explaining how SMA brings value to organizations. The framework was developed by synthesizing concepts from two theories: organizational motivation theory and the resource-based view of the firm.

One limitation of the study is that it is based on one case study. Although we argue that the Bankco case study is revelatory, more case studies are required to further refine and develop the framework. Our next step is to further develop the SMA benefits framework using expert interviews and more industry case studies.

Further research his planned to conduct a survey based on constructs within the model.
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